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The Taff Trail

1993

this second edition has been revised to incorporate route changes since the trail was first opened in 1993 and also includes some new photographs

The Colorado Trail

2011

completely revised guide to the extraordinary colorado trail that stretches from denver to durango

The Colorado Trail

2000

colorado mountain club guidebook cover

The Colorado Trail

2010-11-15

new edition of an excellent guide includes topographic maps elevation profiles fine color photos and highly informed detailed text annotation copyright

book news inc portland or
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The Colorado Trail

1994

the pacific northwest trail stretches 2 000 spectacular kilometres from glacier national park in montana to washington s olympic national park the pnt is

accessible to both ambitious through hikers and day or weekend hikers who want to tackle smaller segments this official guide offers a variety of

backcountry scenery and outdoor adventure featuring detailed route descriptions topographic maps and more

The Pacific Northwest Trail Guide

2001

the hot springs trail official guidebook the hot springs trail is an original 2 390 9 mile long distance backpacking route that takes you to sacred places

with healing waters this incredible thru hiker s journey begins on the pacific ocean in the paradise town of santa barbara ca and visits more than 80 wild

and resort hot spring areas before reaching canada featured along the way are many glacial lakes historic towns and remote summits plus a diversity of

wildlife geology and ecosystems it is my hope that one day this book will be used as a template for an official hot springs national scenic trail the hot

springs trail is broken down into 4 parts each of which are their own epic adventure this official guidebook provides you with a full set of detailed and

updated maps plus complete logistics for the entire trail it addresses safety concerns offers first hand advice and tips gives resupply options highlights

both hot and cold spring water sources and includes current websites for further planning the hot springs trail was pioneered solely by its author and first

successfully thru soaked in 2014
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The Hot Springs Trail

2015-02-17

the nevada trail official guidebook the hot springs trail part 3 of 4 the nevada trail is a 603 mile long distance hiking route through the silver state nevada

is known to have more mountain ranges than any other lower 48 state and crossing on foot is sure to be an unforgettable adventure in nature along this

trail you will encounter alpine lakes pristine backcountry creeks and incredible hot springs between these desert oases hike on old wagon tracks follow

wild horse trails and travel cross country on the very top of the ranges themselves connect historic resupply towns until reaching the border of idaho

where you join the idaho soaktennial trail then continue following the hot springs trail north on an uninterrupted journey to canada the nevada trail has

large views spectacular skies and an abundance of wildlife spring blooms highlight the trip and add color to the dramatic and diverse landscape this

official guidebook provides you with a full set of detailed and updated maps plus complete logistics for the trail it addresses safety concerns offers first

hand advice and tips gives resupply options highlights hot and cold spring water sources and includes current websites to use when planning for your

trip the nevada trail was pioneered solely by aria zoner and first successfully thru hiked in 2012

The Nevada Trail

2015-02-17

the 165 mile tahoe rim trail is considered one of the world s premier trails accessible by hikers equestrians skiers and mountain bikers for the non

wilderness portions it winds completely around spectacular lake tahoe the highest and largest alpine lake in north america the trail crosses through six

counties three national forests and two states and was completed in 2001 largely by volunteer labor the best selling tahoe rim trail has been revised to

reflect the latest conditions and routing of the trail and includes information for over 20 miles of new trail updated topographic maps depict the entire
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route along with the easy and fun to read trail directions the book includes fascinating information on the plants and animals you ll see along the trail

plus essential advice for planning a hike on the trt whether it s a day s outing or a 2 week circuit of the entire lake the first and only how to guide to this

popular trail it is the official guidebook of the tahoe rim trail association whose mission is to improve maintain and promote the trail

Tahoe Rim Trail

2012-08-07

the 1 300 mile florida national scenic trail spans the state from big cypress national preserve near the everglades to its beachfront terminus at gulf

islands national seashore this long distance hiking trail encounters more than 80 distinct habitats along the way including dwarf cypress forests pine

flatwoods sawgrass prairie and coastal dunes perfect for day section and thru hikers the florida trail the official hiking guide is the first comprehensive

guidebook on the florida trail book jacket

The Florida Trail

2004

all new topographical maps are included in this thoroughly revised official guidebook of the trail

Foothills Trail Guidebook

2011-01-01

south mississippi s recreational crown jewel for cyclists runners and plain old nature lovers the 40 mile longleaf trace comes alive in this handy carefully
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researched and user friendly guidebook

Colorado's Continental Divide Trail

1997

an indispensable lightweight guide to the colorado trail with maps and gps waypoints for all 28 segmentsthe colorado trail databook condenses the most

important information from the seventh edition the colorado trail the official guidebook see page 20 into a pocket sized pack guide that weighs just 2 6

ounces the maps for each of the 28 trail segments use icons to mark the trailhead access where the ct intersects another trail a road or a stream

campsites availability of water and points of interest other icons note services at supply points such as post offices lodging meals telephones banks

showers outdoor stores laundry and medical help

Longleaf Trace Companion

2009

official guidebook and maps for the appalachian trail in new hampsbhire and vermont including the white mountains and green mountain national forest

Colorado Trail Databook

2009

the essential lightweight pack guide for hiking the colorado trail from maps and data collected by volunteers of the colorado trail foundation little

compares to the beauty of the colorado trail ct which stretches 486 miles from the denver suburbs to durango and crosses five river systems six
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wilderness areas six national forests and eight mountain ranges the fifth edition of the colorado trail databook condenses the most important information

from the eight edition of the colorado trail the official guidebook see page 30 into a 4 x 7 pack guide that can easily be carried in your pocket or

backpack in addition to updated color maps and key points for each of the 28 segments of the trail the fifth edition features 24 new pages of maps and

data that cover the 80 miles of forest service trails and roads that mountain bikers use to bypass the wilderness areas icons for each segment mark the

trailhead access points campsites availability of water and points of interest additional icons note services at supply points such as post offices lodging

meals groceries telephones banks showers outdoor stores laundry and medical help the data section for each segment which faces its corresponding

map includes all the key points along the trail in both miles from the segment trailhead and in gps waypoints while the route is typically hiked east to

west from denver to durango there are also mileages for each segment that go west to east there is also an elevation profile chart for each segment

Appalachian Trail Guide to New Hampshire-Vermont

2018-06-07

often referred to as the appalachian trail of the waterways the 740 mile northern forest canoe trail nfct begins in the adirondacks at its western terminus

in old forge new york then traverses 23 rivers and streams touches 59 lakes and ponds connects 45 communities and towns and crosses more than 65

portages totaling about 70 miles before ending at its eastern terminus in fort kent maine on the nfct opportunities for paddlers are endless and services

are easy to find you can camp in an adirondack lean to paddle through the high peaks wilderness watch moose from the deep woods of maine or run

whitewater trips down the androscoggin river in new hampshire northern forest canoe trail the official guide offers detailed descriptions of each river

segment and paddlers will also find water trail history profiles of trailside communities and attractions interviews with trailkeepers and much more with

this fully updated guidebook you can plan a day trip weekend getaway week long vacation or an adventure of paddling the trail end to end over a month

or more it includes improved tips and details for section paddling and all new color photos throughout
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The Colorado Trail Databook

2013

on a network of paths that ring the san francisco bay high on the ridge line the bay area ridge trail provides quickly accessible recreational opportunities

for bay area residents and visitors alike to hike mountain bike and ride a horse when complete this 550 mile trail will link more than 75 public parks and

open spaces with over a dozen new hikes the fully updated third edition of the official guide to the trail covers the more than 300 miles that have been

opened to date each trail segment description includes information on amenities such as restrooms and water driving directions and accessibility

logistics for those traveling by foot mountain bike horseback wheelchair or public transportation official guidebook published in cooperation with the bay

area ridge trail council which plans promotes and constructs the bay area ridge trail and offers outings volunteer opportunities and membership benefits

ridgetrail org

Northern Forest Canoe Trail

2024-10

the superior hiking trail guidebook is a detailed and comprehensive overview of the trail designed to help plan adventures and explore the premier

footpath along minnesota s north shore of lake superior written for the northbound traveler with southbound compatibility this guidebook is the official

resource for day hikers backpackers and trail runners on the superior hiking trail overviews and snapshots that describe over 300 miles of trail 94

backcountry campsites and more than 60 trailheads area locator maps for the entire trail with detailed maps for state parks and other destinations

accurate mile points between trailheads campsites water crossings trail and road junctions and more trailhead and campsite indexes for quick reference

whether you have an afternoon a week or a month to travel on the world class superior hiking trail this guidebook will help you plan your adventure on
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the rugged challenging and rewarding footpath through the northwoods of minnesota

Bay Area Ridge Trail

2008-06-03

the official guidebook for hiking bicycling or horseback riding on the colorado trail completely revised guide to the colorado trail the premier scenic long

trail in north america updated maps of every segment showing access points key trail intersections and more current details on new trail reroutes trail

town amenities and wilderness bicycle detours the colorado trail is considered by many to be the most beautiful long trail in the world spanning 486

miles from the denver suburbs to durango colorado plus 80 miles of the collegiate west addition the trail passes through six national forests and six

wilderness areas traverses five major river systems and crosses eight mountain ranges the tenth edition of the colorado trail has all the information a

day hiker thru hiker mountain biker or equestrian needs to plan and complete a trip on the colorado trail written descriptions for all 28 segments of the

trail plus 5 segments of the collegiate west have been updated throughout the guide the guidebook includes updated amenities in each trail town for

resupply shopping and lodging as well as current details on wilderness detours for bikepacking routes each chapter provides essential logistical

information for the colorado trail day hiker or thru hiker trailhead directions road access points detailed trail descriptions including distance and elevation

gain color maps and elevation profiles and information on water sources campsite locations and resupply towns

Superior Hiking Trail Guidebook

2021-06

the official guidebook to the palmetto trail from the atlantic coast at awendaw sc to the wateree river learn the history of the lowcountry as well as find

places to see places to eat and places to stock up on supplies fifteen newly updated detailed trail maps will guide you along some of south carolina s
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most pristine natural scenery through 162 miles along the palmetto trail

The Colorado Trail, 10th Edition

2024-02

the only colorado trail guide available for thru hikers day hikers mountain bikers trail runners xc skiers and horse people 120 color pictures 28 segment

maps elevation profiles integrated gps waypoints town maps and mountain bike detours of wilderness areas more than 50 000 copies sold the colorado

trail ct is the premier scenic long trail in north america it winds its way through endless fields of wildflowers to wind swept mountain passes from wild

mountain rivers and streams to quiet trails through old growth forests the ct crosses eight mountain ranges seven national forests six wilderness areas

and five river systems starting near denver at 5 500 feet and ending near durango at 7 000 feet the ct gains and loses almost 76 000 feet in elevation

over 468 miles this eighth edition of the official ct guide has all the information a thru hiker needs to plan and complete his or her trek new to this edition

are updated gps waypoints maps and rewritten descriptions for the 28 segments as well as new photographs of spots along the segments each segment

provides distance elevation gain and an overview a list of trailhead and access points maps needed a list of supply points services and accommodations

detailed trail descriptions a map and an elevation gain and loss chart additional town maps and mountain bike detour maps around wilderness areas

have been added where applicable an extensive introduction includes information on planning supplying safety mountain biking regulations and

backcountry ethics plus chapters on colorado trail heritage natural history and geology at the back of the book you will find a graphic summary of the

trail equipment list ranger districts with contact information bibliography and index

The Palmetto Trail Lowcountry Guide

2007-01-01
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this comprehensive guidebook provides a detailed description of every official trail along the blue ridge parkway but that s just the beginning veteran

hiker leonard m adkins includes information on every trail that touches the parkway including the appalachian trail the mountains to sea trail and other

public pathways on national park state park national forest municipal and private lands you ll find gps coordinates for official parkway trailheads along

with fifty maps and many photographs of what you ll see along the way adkins notes each trail s length difficulty points of interest handicap accessibility

and natural features far more than a guide to the trails this book also tells you what to expect at overlooks as well as where to dine sleep and find a

restroom and suggests worthwhile side trips elevation change charts for bicyclists minimum tunnel heights for rvs camping recommendations roadside

bloom calendars sightseeing information for nearby towns and other advice make this the perfect companion for your next parkway adventure

The Colorado Trail

2011-04-04

the appalachian trail a t is america s most storied footpath and the longest marked greenway in the world a magnet for people who seek a day or

weekend of adventure in nature inside this box area a pocket sized official guidebook and detached maps for the shenandoah national park portion of

the a t the book provides important background information and detailed descriptions of the footpath overnight shelters and other facilities the maps are

tear and water resistant and show road accesses water resources and distances for the shorter sections people like to hike over an afternoon or

weekend the maps are also gps compatible and include u s 522 front royal to u s 211 northern section u s 211 to u s 33 central section u s 33 to i 64 u

s 250 southern section waynesboro

Hiking and Traveling the Blue Ridge Parkway

2013-06-01
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official guide book and maps to the appalachian trail in the southern half of virginia the official guide to the 170 miles of the appalachian trail in

southwest virginia from the new river near pearisburg to the tennessee line at the southern boundary of the mt rogers national recreation area this guide

is a package of a guidebook and four maps on two sheets of water resistant tearproof plastic paper the book features unidirectional trail descriptions

with water sources and overnight sites and a wealth of historical and natural resources information all compiled by the volunteers who manage the trail

in this area and completely revised in 2015 the highly detailed inch to a mile maps are gis generated span out three miles or more from the footpath and

include elevation profiles of the trail route

Appalachian Trail Guide to Shenandoah National Park

2016

the official and bestselling guidebook to one of north america s premier long distance hiking trails

Appalachian Trail Guide to Southwest Virginia

2015

explore 60 of the best rail trails and multiuse pathways across three states maine new hampshire and vermont with this official guide all across the

country unused railroad corridors have been converted to public multiuse trails here the experts from rails to trails conservancy present the best of these

rail trails as well as other multiuse pathways in maine new hampshire and vermont bucket listers won t want to miss vermont s 13 4 mile island rail trail

which boasts a spectacular 2 7 mile marble causeway crossing lake champlain those who like short and sweet might check out the 2 1 eastern

promenade trail showcasing portland s casco bay and portland harbor or for lengthier adventures new hampshire s 58 mile northern rail trail the longest

rail trail in the state offers a variety of wooded landscapes waterside enjoyment and welcoming small towns whether you re on your feet wheels or cross
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country skis there s something for everyone in this collection of multiuse trails in northern new england in this book you ll find detailed maps for each

trail plus driving directions to trailheads icons indicating the activities each trail can accommodate succinct descriptions written by rail trail experts rails to

trails conservancy serves as the national voice for more than 160 000 members and supporters more than 22 000 miles of open rail trail across the

country and more than 8 000 miles of potential trails waiting to be built with a goal of ensuring a better future for america made possible by trails and

the connections they inspire

The Civil War Discovery Trail Official Guidebook

1995

published in cooperation with the rails to trails conservancy these regional destination guides to u s rail trails examine particular states regions

highlighting the most popular trails those that provide the greatest recreational opportunities others of special interest

Colorado Trail 9th Edition

2016-03-15

as the 750 mile arizona trail threads its way through magnificent backcountry hikers on this trail witness the beauty of the state s varying landscape also

a sight to behold the diverse flora found along the way ranges from low lying desert dwellers to towering deciduous and coniferous trees in this guide

the author describes the route section by section providing a wealth of knowledge for both thru hikers and those interested in scenic daylong excursions

color photographs maps and elevation profiles beautifully augment the trail descriptions
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Rail-Trails Northern New England

2018-05-15

one of the hidden jewels of texas the lone star hiking trail is the only long distance national recreation trail in the state at 128 miles including loop trails it

is also the state s longest continuously marked and maintained footpath located in the famed big thicket area in east texas the trail is well suited for both

short and long hikes of up to 10 days appealing to dayhikers overnight backpackers and long distance hikers the lsht lies between the major metro

centers of houston galveston dallas fort worth austin and san antonio home to more than 8 million people just a 2 hour drive from the trail the author a

texas native is an experienced long distance hiker who has thru hiked the appalachian trail the pacific crest trail and many other nationally recognized

long distance trails throughout the u s this is the first guidebook to the trail and is officially endorsed and promoted by the lone star hiking trail club

The Official Rails-to-Trails Conservancy Guidebook

2001

a comprehensive guide to walking jogging skating and biking new york s rail trail system

Arizona Trail

2005

the complete guidebook to camping smorkeling and everything a person needs when visiting or camping in the whitsunday islands this guidebook

includes 26 trail hiking maps with gps coordinates can campground locations 3d generated scenic lookouts climate data trail challenge level elevation
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and grade point your phone at the qr code to be taken straight to the start of each trail or use the quick index to choose a trail of your liking includes

index 101 pages published in full color to learn more visit basictrails com

The Lone Star Hiking Trail

2010-01-01

the official guide to the 238 miles of the appalachian trail from its southern terminus on springer mountain in georgia about an hour north of atlanta to

the eastern boundary of great smoky mountains national park on the north carolina tennessee border this guidebook comes with four five color

topographic maps printed on two sheets of waterproof tear resistant material for the areas south of the park and national geographic maps five color

topographic map of the park with its side trails the route traverses wilderness areas throughout the chattahoochee oconee and nantahala national forests

as well as the park and includes the most rugged sections of the legendary footpath south of new hampshire and maine all the waterproof tear proof

maps have scales of about one inch to one mile the book includes detailed trail descriptions as well as information on overnight sites water sources

natural and cultural history of the areas and directions to trailheads packaged in a resealable bag for convenience on the trail no batteries downloads or

service reception required

New York

2002

the appalachian trail a t is america s most storied footpath and the longest marked greenway in the world a magnet for people who seek a day or

weekend of adventure in nature inside this box area a pocket sized official guidebook and detached maps for the shenandoah national park portion of

the a t the book provides important background information and detailed descriptions of the footpath overnight shelters and other facilities the maps are
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tear and water resistant and show road accesses water resources and distances for the shorter sections people like to hike over an afternoon or

weekend the maps are also gps compatible and include u s 522 front royal to u s 211 northern section u s 211 to u s 33 central section u s 33 to i 64 u

s 250 southern section waynesboro

The Official Guidebook to Hiking, Snorkeling and Camping in Conway National Park and the

Whitsunday Islands

2023-01-07

the coast connect trail official guidebook the hot springs trail part 1 of 4 the coast connect trail is a 307 mile long thru hiker s route that connects the

paradise town of santa barbara california on the pacific ocean to the town of kernville known as the gateway to the sierra nevada mountains this trail is

the first of 4 segments that seamlessly unify to make up the hot springs trail which extends north to reach canada and includes more than 80 wild and

resort hot springs the coast connect trail is centered on hot springs and follows a wilderness migration corridor to the start of the high sierra hot springs

trail this official guidebook provides you with a full set of detailed and updated maps plus complete logistics of the trail it addresses safety concerns

offers first hand advice and tips gives resupply options highlights hot and cold spring water sources and includes current websites to use for further

planning the coast connect trail was pioneered solely by its author and first successfully thru hiked in 2013

Appalachian Trail Guide to North Carolina-Georgia Including the Great Smokey Mountains National

Park

2016
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the siskiyou peaks trail or spt is a 448 mile backpacking journey that crosses 7 unique wilderness areas in each one the highest summit point is attained

most of these summits are up and over requiring a hike thru the spt is an incredible adventure that visits a diversity of ecosystems no advanced

mountaineering equipment or specialty training is required to complete this route in the summer however basic rock scrambling and navigation skills are

backpacking across the rugged siskiyou mountains while connecting each wilderness highpoint is a wild and invigorating experience be prepared before

setting out by using this guidebook to the fullest this official guidebook provides you with a full set of detailed and updated maps plus complete logistics

for the trail including safety concerns first hand tips advice resupplies farmer s markets water spring sources bonus summits historic shelters options for

nearby features wilderness areas high pointed on this trail include red buttes wilderness siskiyou wilderness marble mountain wilderness russian

wilderness trinity alps wilderness castle crags wilderness mt shasta wilderness the siskiyou peaks trail official guidebook has been published to be used

as a template for an official siskiyou peaks national scenic trail the siskiyou peaks trail was pioneered solely by aria zoner and was first successfully thru

hiked in 2013 in 26 days to learn more about this monumental effort and for updates in the future for this guidebook visit siskiyoupeakstrail org

Appalachian Trail Guide to Shenandoah National Park, with Side Trails

2016

the best selling tahoe rim trail guidebook has been revised to reflect the latest conditions and routing of the trail including the new mt rose trailhead

updated topographic maps by noted cartographer tom harrison depict the entire route in eight separate segments along with the easy and fun to read

trail directions the book includes fascinating information on the plants and animals you ll see along the trail plus essential advice for planning a hike on

the trt whether it s a day s outing or a 2 week circuit of the entire lake the first and only how to guide to this popular trail it is the official guidebook of

the tahoe rim trail association whose mission is to improve maintain and promote the trail
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The Official Rails-to-trails

2001

for 2017 the length of the appalachian trail is 2 189 8 miles from maine to georgia or vice versa that s what this small book documents sometimes

termed the bible of a t hiking because of its use in essential hike planning each year s data book consolidates the most basic information from 11

detailed official guidebooks into a lightweight table of distances between major appalachian trail shelters road crossings and features it is divided

according to the guidebook volumes and updated each december to account for trail relocations new or removed shelters and other changes in addition

to codes for lodging food water and other essentials the data book is keyed to both the individual guidebook sections and to the separate maps day

hikers and long distance hikers alike rely on this volume for armchair planning as well as on the trail orientation

The Coast Connect Trail:

2015-02-17

The Siskiyou Peaks Trail

2017-12-30
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Tahoe Rim Trail

2008

Appalachian Trail Data

2016-12-01
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